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DUAL OPERATOR ALGEBRAS
AND PROPERTIES D%

Han Soo Kim and Hae Gyu Kim

1. Introduction

Let W be a separable, infinite dimensional, complex Hilbert space 
and let £(?{) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on

A dual algebra is a subalgebra of £(及) that contains the ide꾜tity 
operator 1“ and is closed in the ultraweak operator topology on £(处). 
For T € £(7Y), let At denote the smallest subalgebra of £(서) that 
cointains T and 1“ and is closed in the ultraweak operator topology. 
Moreover, let Qat denote the quotient space Ci(W)/±^r, where Ci(H) 
is the trace class ideal in £(?/) under the trace norm, and denotes 
the preannihilato호 of At in For a brief notation, we shall denote
Qat by Qt・ One knows that At is the dual space of Qt and that the 
duality is given by

(1) (4, [기) =tr(4乙), 4€4「,[기€(2『

The Banach space Qt is called a predual of At- For x and y in we 
can. write x for the rank one operator in Ci(7Y) defined by

(2) (⑦ ® ?/)(u) = (u, y)x for all u EH.

The theory of dual algebras is applied to the study of invariant sub
spaces, dilation theory, and reflexivity. The class were defined by 
Bercovici-Fbias-Pearcy in [2]. Also these classes are closely related to 
the study of the theory of dual algebras. Especially, Apostol-Bercovici- 
Foias-Pearcy established property Xg”, and researched a relationship 
with the 시ass A^o in [1]. In this paper, we define a new property D们)
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which is the generalization of property X% and obtain some results 
related to dual algebras.

2. Preliminaries and properties D小

The notation and terminology employed herein agree with those in
[3]r [4] and [8].

DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose A C £(W) is a dual algebra and 0 is a 
nonnegative real number. We denote by the set of all [L] in Q厶
such that there exist sequences and {yt}^i of vectors from H 
satisfying

(a) limsupLg IIS ® 饥]-[乙]|| < 0,
||药| < 1, II，』< 1,1 < z < oo, and

(c) sequences {；[&}：으고 and converge weakly to zero.

For 0 < ^ < 7 < oo, the dual algebra A is said to have property 
Dm if the closed absolutely convex hull of the set Z“Q4) contains the 
closed ball Bq^ of radius 7 centered at the origin in Q4

(3) 此(a(，。) D {[L] G Qa : II[피II V 가 = Bo)7.

Lemma 2.2 ([이, Proposition 1.21). Let X be a complex Banach 
space, let M be a positive number, and let E be a subset of X. Then

(4) ”11 WM sup 戚圳，火 X*
xEE

if and only ifacd(E) contains the closed ball of radius 1/M about the 
origin in X.

If ^4 is a subalgebra of £(W), we denote by subalgebra of
£(7匕(끼) consisting of all n x n matrices with the entries from A.

LEMMA 2.3 ([3], Proposition 2.2). If n is a positive integer and 
A C £(处)is a dual algebra, then A4n(A) is a dual subalgebra of 
£(”(")). The predual QMn(A) can be identified^ as a Banach space, 
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with the Banach space A4n(Qx) consisting of all n X n matrices with 
entries from Qq, Under this identification the duality between Mn(>l) 
and M(04)is given by

n
(5) ((乌),(為]))=£冷,■，，[知D,

드고

where (乙)e 人4n(/4),([乙胡)€ 人4n(04)，

and the norm on Mu(Qa) is the norm that accrues to it as a lin
ear manifold in A4n(>4) . In particular, if i = (xj, - . . ,xn) and y = 
(yi, - * • , yn) belong to 处(지, then [x ® y]QM is identified with the

n以)
n x n matrix ([勺 ® V^Qa )•

For a dual algebra A, we will denote by the set {Ae A : ||A|| < 
1}. For x € 7Y, if we define the map : X —> by px(A) = Axy A E X, 
then Mc = MC(A) denote the set

(x € ： px(Xi) is norm compact}.

Of course A4C might be (0) or H. This motivates the following defini
tion.

Definition 2.4 ([7], Definition 3.3). Let A be a dual algebra.
(a) (处)ifMc = H.
(6) Nc4i.(”)ifMc = (0).
(c) A e A.a(H) if >1* G = 0,1.
(d) A C Aa§아f) if A & Aa, fl 4们 a = 0,1,/? = 0,1.

We write Aap for when there is no possibility of confusion.
The next result provides a link between Mc and Qq.

Lemma 2.5 ([7], Proposition 3.4). Let A be.a dual algebra and 
x EH. The following are equivalent.

(a) x e Mc.
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(6) px : >1 —> W is a compact operator.
(c) If {yn} is a sequence in 7i with ?/n —> 0 weakly,

then ||[x® yn]|| t 0.

3・ Dual operator algebras and properties Z)们了

LEMMA 3.1. [L] E ocoDq(A) if and only if given e > 0, there exist 
a set {c以}?=i of positive scalars and {[Lfc])^=1 C £%Q4) such that 
Ek=i 아 = I 헤汩 \\[L] 一 ajt[Lfc]|| < e.

Lemma 3.2. If a dual algebra A C £(7Y) has property 玖"_0, 0 < 
0 V % then A has property D歸丫・

LEMMA 3.3. Suppose A C £(”)is a dual algebra that has property 
D哗 for some 0 < 0 < 7. Then for every positive integer n, the dual 
algebra A4n(A) has property I為,％.

Let n be a cardinal number satisfying 1 < n < Rq- We denote by 
Hn the Hilbert space consisting of the direct sum of n copies of H and 
by 7*”)난le n-fold ampliation of T acting on defined by

(6) T^n\xi ® ■ • • ® xn) = Txi © • • • © Txn.

ncoptes

Let A C £(7Y) be a dual algebra. We define = {A® ••• ® A: A E 
A}. Then is indeed a dual algebra on Hn. For each T in £(7i), 
it is clear that = -4j-(n).

Lemma 3.4 ([3], Proposition 2.5). If 1 < n < Ro anJ A C £(H) 
is a dual algebra, then 人(히 is a dual algebra which is isometrically 
isomorphic to A via the linear transformation $ : v4 —> 지 ・ Moreover
© = where </>: Q人(n)—> is also an isometric isomorphism (onto
Qa)^ and if x = (xq, Xj, • • • ) and y — (yo,J/i9 • • •) are vectors in 
then </>([x ® y]qA(n)) = 0 -
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THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that A C £아£) is a dual algebra, and n is a 
positive integer such that has property D* for some 7 > 0 > 0. 
Also suppose thatis in A.q, then A has property 1)어_프二丄,了_矿

Proof. We have seen that 피 is a dual algebra. It suffices to prove 
that T>e I n-i (A) contains the open ball in Q』of radius q — 8 centered 
at 난比 origin. Thus let [피 G Qq satisfy < 7 — and write 
[L] = ©t([이), so < 7 — 0 < 7. Since has property by 
definition, there exist sequences ｛土")｝銘1 and ｛者⑴｝岸】in 处(")which 
converge weakly to zero such that

(7) limsup jj[£]-位⑴ 0 < 0

(8) P(，)||<l,||y(!)||<l,

For each / € N we write 5 ⑴=(f, • • , TP)为⑴=(f)* - • , yn^), 
and from (7) and lemma 3.4 we have

(9)
n

limsup II园一 8応)切必III疑. 

1

Since ||[x ® y]|| < ||에 * 난比 Schwarz inequality and (8) yield
n n
E11^° 0^11 <£11^11-11^11
j=l J=1

<P(l)ll-lly(,)ll<i,

(10)

for each z € N.
Next we choose jt to satisfy 1 < jt <n and

(11) II g：? ® 疗]II = ] 끄常 II [专® 疗] II， z = l,2,....

Considering the two cases ||[砖? ® 社?]|| V - and ||俾? ® 社?川 > n 
separately, we see easily from (9), (10) and (11) in both cases that

limsup I)[Z] - ® 疗]II < 0+ 竺云丄 i = 1,2,••-.
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Since f。호 each z G N, 1 < < n, it follows that there exists an integer
jo such that jt = jQ for infinitely many values of i. Thus we may drop 
down to a subsequence {[砖：*)® such that lim sup^ ||[L] 一

111 exists and is less than or equal to 흐三 Furthermore, it 
is immediate from (8) that ||砖? || < 1 and ||舟)|| < 1 for all k. Finally, 
suppose z E W, and let z in be the vector with z as its only nonzero 
component, sitting in the jo th slot. Then it follows easily from ・4(")G 

and the fact that ©(伊E ® z]) = 成*) ® 히 that |旧" ®z]|| -> 0. 
Hence it follows from ||成。® 히|| -> 0, ||(1, [L])|| < ||[X]|| and A is 

a dual algebra that the sequences must converge weakly to
zero in H. Since the weak convergence to zero of follows similarly, 
we have shown that [Z] e 2%니 宀 以). so A has property Dei »-i?7 e.

Proposition 3.6. Suppose A C £(") is a dual algebra. Then 
，4(n°)诂 & dual algebra with property

Proof. Since is a, dual algebra, by [5, Proposition 3.9],姑)is 
a dual algebra with X”. Hence, clearly 幺。姑)js a dual algebra with 
property D0)i, by [5,Definition 2.7].

THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that A C is a dual algebra and n is a 
positive integer such thathas property DQj^ for some Q<0 <y, 
Also suppose that j4(")is in class A.q , then A has property De^_ 흐二포

Proof, Since is a dual algebra, by lemma 3.2, 끼 has property 
Z)°,T・ Hence A has property Dg| n-i .. by theorem 3.5.

COROLLARY 3.8. Under the hypotheses of theorem 3.7 with
7 — 20 > 흐그, the dual algebra Mn(A) has property PQ ( n-i.

Proof. It is clear from lemma 3.3 and theorem 3.7.
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REMARK 3.9. Suppose that A C is a dual algebra. Then A 
does not have property (Xi) though it has properties for some 
0 < 0 < 7.
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